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ABSTRACT 
Wilson's construction for mutually orthogonal Latin squares is general-
ized. This generalized construction is used to improve known bounds on the 
function n (the largest order for which there do not exist r MOLS). In 
r 
particular we find 
n $ 780, 
7 
n 11 $ 7478, 
n < 4738, 8 -
n 12 $ 9286, 
$ 5842 
n 13 $ 9476, $ 10632. 
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0. INTRODUC'.rION 
For th1~ definition of a Latin square and a set of mutually orthogonal 
~ 
Latin squares, (MOLS), see DENES & KEEDWELL [8]. Let N(v) denote the maxi-
mum number of MOLS of order v. (For v > 1 we have N(v) s v-1; it is con-
venient to put N(0) = N(l) = +00 ) CHOWLA, E~S & STRAUS [7] showed that 
1 
lim N(v) = 
v+ro 
+00 • Consequently we may define n := max{vJ N(v) < r} (for r ~ 2). 
r 
proved that n < r 17 when r is sufficiently large. For small 
r 
WILSON [23] 
values of r explicit upper bounds for n have been obtained. The current 
r 
state of affairs is: 
n2 = 6 [Bose, Shrikhande & Parker], 
n3 s 14 [Wang & Wilson], 
n4 s 52 [Guerin], 
n5 s 62 [Hanani], 
n6 s 76 [Wojtas], 
n7 s 7B0, n8 s 4738, n9 s 5842, nlO s 7222 t 
n 11 s 7478, n 12 s 9286, n 13 s 9476, n14 s n15 s 10632 [ this paper], 
n 30 s 65278 [Brouwer]. 
(The very good bounds on n for rs 6 are obtained using the fact that 7,8,9 
r 
are consecutive prime powers. The bounds on n 15 and n 30 come from 16,17 and 
31,32 respectively.) For a list of lower bounds for N(v), v < 10000, see 
BROUWER [ 3] . 
As is well known, the existence of r mutually orthogonal Latin squares 
of order vis equivalent to the existence of a transversal design TD[r+2;v] 
(with blocks of size r+2 and r+2 groups of size v) (see, e.g. WILSON [23]). 
We shall use the language of transversal designs in the sequel. 
In [23] Wilson describes a recursive construction for transversal 
designs. This construction was generalized by WOJTAS [27], [28] and STINSON 
[18]. This construction is now further generalized to subsume the other 
constructions. (Both authors arrived independently at essentially the same 
theorem - the logical conclusion of the work of Wojtas and Stinson. A much 
more general construction for group divisible designs, generalizing almost 
every known recursive construction, has just been found by Stinson (oral 
communication} but it seems that the specialization of this very general 
2 
re-sult to the case, of transversal designs is almost equivalent to our 
result.) 
1. THE CONSTRUCTION 
As auxiliary structures in the construction we need 'transversal 
designs with holes', things that look like a transversal design from which 
one or more (disjoint) subdesigns have been removed. (This concept - in the 
case of one hole - occurs in HORTON [11] under the name 'incomplete array'.) 
r 
Specifically, we write TD[k;v] - .E TD[k;u.J for a structure (X,G,A, (Y.) "<) 1=1 1 1 1-r 
where Xis a set of kv points, G = {G1,G2 , ••• ,Gk} is a partition of X into 
k groups of v elements each, each Y. (1 $ i $ r) is a set of ku. points 
1 1 
such that IY.nG. I= u. for 1 $ j $ k, and A is a set of subsets of X called 
1 J 1 
blocks, each containing exactly one element from each group, such that each 
pair {x,y} of elements from different groups is either contained in Y. for 
1 
some i or occurs in a unique block of A (but not both). 
2 
V 
Thus it follows that each block contains k elements and there are 
~ u~ blocks. Notice that for r = 0 the concept 'transversal design 
i=1 1 
with zero holes' coincides with the usual concept of transversal design. 
Also, that if a transversal design contains r disjoint subdesigns we obtain 
a 'transversal design with r holes' by removing the blocks of these sub-
designs. Note however that a transversal design with holes might exist where 
the full design does not exist. For example, Horton constructed TD[4;6]-TD[4;2]. 
The following is our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (X,G,A)pfe a TD[k+l;t] where G = {G1 , ••• ,Gk,H1 , .•• ,Hl}. 
For 1 $ i $ l let H. = E H .. be a partition of H .. Let nonnegative num-1 j=1 1] 1 
bers m, m .. be given such that the following two conditions are satisfied. 
1] 
(i) For 1 $ i $ l there exists a transversal design 
(ii) 
TD[k; m .. h .. ] 
1] 1] 
where h .. := IH .. I. 
1] 1] 
For any block A EA intersecting H .. (') (1 $ i $ l) there exists an 
1] 1 




TD[k;m + l m .. (') J - l TD[k;m .. (') ]. 
i=l 1J 1 i=l 1J 1 
.e 
TD[k; mt+ r 
i=l 
m .. h, .] 
1] 1] 
PROOF. Let Ik = {1,2, •.. ,k} be some set of cardinality k. Let M, M .. be 
1] 
sets of cardinality m, mij' respectively. Let x 0 = G1 u •.• u Gk. For each 
block A EA, put AO= Anx0 and Ai= AnHi (1 $ i $ l). The design we con-
struct will have pointset 
u 
i, j 
( IkxM .. XH, . ) 
1]. 1] 
* * * 
and collection of groups G = {G1 , ••• ,Gk}, where 






( { i } XM . , XH . , ) 
1] 1] 
(1 $ i $ k). It remains to describe the blocks. 
For each block A EA construct a TD[k;m +rm.'(')] - r TD[k;m. '(')] 
* i 1] 1 i 1] 1 
on the set A = (AOXM) u u (IkXM .. (')XA,) (where j(i) is defined by 
3 
i 1] 1 *1 * 
A. c H. '(') (1 $ i $ l)) with groups A nG. (1 $ i $ k) and holes IkXM. '(')xA. 1 1] 1 1 1] 1 1 
(1 $ i $ l). Let its family of blocks be BA. 
Next, for 1 $ i $ l, let C. be the family of blocks of a transversal 
1 
* design TD[k; I m .. h. J with pointset H. = lJ IkXM. ,xH .. and groups j 1]*1] 1 *j * *1] 1] 
(1 $ g $ k). Put A = U B ulJ C .. Then (X ,G ,B) is the required 
A A i 1 
as one readily checks. D 
* * H,UG 
1 g 
design, 
Sometimes one needs another distribution of the holes. A still more 
general theorem tells us where we may avoid holes. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let (X,G,A) be a TD[k+l;t] where G = {G1, ••• ,Gk,H1, .•• ,Hl). 
Let H = ,u1 H .• Choose a nonnegative integer m and ma.ps w: H + JN0 , 1= 1 
g: H + GuA such that x E g(x) for each x EH. If 





TD[k;w(x)] < 1 $ i $ l> , 
4 
and 
(ii) 3 TD[k; m + I w(x)] - I TD[k;w(x)] (VA E A) 
XEAnH XEAnH 
g(x)-:/A 
then there exists a TD[k;mt + r w(x)]. 
XEH 
The proof is similar to that of theorem 1.1. We shall call the members 
m .. from theorem 1.1 and w(x) from theorem 1.2 weights. The most useful ap-
1J 
plications are those where all nonzero weights occur on one or two groups 
or on one block. Let us formulate these explicitly. 
COROLLARY 1.3. (BROUWER 
j = 1, ... ,p) TD[k;m+m.J 
p J 
p 
[3b]) If TD[k+l;t] and TD[k; .r 1 m.h.J and (for J= pJ J 
- TD[k;m. J all exist (where t = . I 1 h.) then also J J= J 
TD[k;mt + r m.k.J exists. j=l J J 
PROOF. This is the case l = 1 of theorem 1.1. D 
COROLLARY 1.4. (BROUWER [5]) If TD[k+f;t], TD[k;m], TD[k;~+w] and (for 
i = 1, ... ,l) TD[k;m+w.J - TD[k;w,] all exist (where w = r w.), then also 
l l i=1 l 
TD[k;mt+w] exists. 
PROOF. This is the case w(x) = 0 for xi A and g(x) = A for x EA (where 
A is some fixed block) of theorem 1.2. Note that we do not need TD[k;m] 
in case k+l = t+1. D 
REMARKS. Theorem 1.2 generalizes most known variants of Wilson's theorem. 
One obtains theorem 1.1 by taking g(x) = H. for x EH .. Wilson's construc-
1 l 
tion [23] is theorem 1.1 with all weights either zero or one. Stinson's 
construction [18] is the case of theorem 1.1 with weights E {O,n}. Wojtas's 
construction [27] is corollary 1.3 with weights E {0,1,m1 } and m = m1m2 . 
Corollary 1.4 is a generalization of Wojtas's lemma 2.1 [28]. 
Of course in this kind of situation the merit lies not so much in 
finding new generalizations, as well in finding new specializations of the 
parameters in one of these very general theorems so as to produce working 
corollaries. For example, not until four years after Wilson's theorem was 
published did Wojtas (in [26]) show that N(90) 2: 6 was a corollary. 
5 
So let us justify these beautiful theorems by improving the known 
results on n 
r 
(approximately 
(7 s rs 15). {This is a nice test case. Previous results are 
in chronological order): 
n 7 ~ 5036 
n7 ~ 4922 
n7 ~ 4146 
n7 ~ 4298 
n7 s 2862 
n7 ~ 2862 
n7 ~ 1750 
n7 ~ 1726 
n8 s 7474 
[Bussemaker & Kamps - in: Combinatorial seminar Eindhoven, 
J.H. van Lint, 1974], 
[Wojtas, 1977], 
and n 8 s 9402 [Mullin, Schellenbe:rg, Stinson & Vanstone, 1978], 
[Wojtas, 1978], 
and n 8 S 7768 [Brouwer, 1978], 
[Stinson, 19781, 
[Wojtas, 1979], 
and n 8 ~ 7464 [Brouwer, 1979], 
[Stinson, to appear]. 
Here we show n 7 S 780 and n 8 S 4738, a great leap forward.} 
2. HOLES OF SIZE ONE 
A TD[k;v] - TD[k;0] exists if and only if TD[k;v] exists; they are 




Suppose a TD[k;v] - TD[k;u] exists. Then v = u or v ~ (k-l)u. A 
TD[k;v] - TD[k;u] - TD[k;l] exists iff V > (k-l)u. 
r 
Suppose a TD[k;v] - E TD[k;u.J exists, where r ~ 2 and u 1 ~ u 2 ~ ... i=l i 
~ u ~ 
r 
if V > 




~ (k-1) . u 1 + u 2 . 
u. then a TD[k;v] -l. 
r 
E TD[k;u.J - TD[k;l] exists. 
i=l i 
PROOF. In order to obtain a hole of size one, remove a block disjoint from 
the given holes. D 
LEMMA 2.2. 
V 
a) Suppose a TD[k+l;v] exists. Then a TD[k;v] - E TD[k;l] exists. 
r i=l r 
b) Suppose a TD[k+l;v] 
r 
Then a TD[k;v] - E 
i=l 
- E TD[k+l;u.J exists, where f := v - E u. > 0. 
i=l fl. i=l i 
TD[k;u.J - E TD[k;l] exists. 
i i=l 
6 
PROOF. Obvious. • 
The conclusion of lemma 2.1a can be strengthened slightly: 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that k ;c: 3, v > (k-l)u and that a TD[k;v] - TD[k;u] 
exists. Then a TD[k;v] - TD[k;u] - 2TD[k;1] exists. 
PROOF. Consider the graph with the blocks of TD[k;v] - TD[k;u] which are 
disjoint from the hole as vertices, two blocks being adjacent if they have 
nonempty intersection. By lemma 2.1a the set of vertices Vis nonempty. 
In fact !vi = v 2 - u 2 - ku(v-u), and the graph is regular of degree 
d := k(v-1-(k-l)u). Since v > (k-l)u and k ;c: 3 it follows that lvl-1 > d 
( !vi - d - 1 = (v-(k-l)u) (v-u-k) + k-1 > 0), i.e., the graph is not complete 
so that there exist two nonadjacent vertices. D 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose that v ;c: k ;c: 3 and that a TD[k;v] exists. Then a 
TD[k;v] - 3TD[k;1] exists. • 
3. INPUT DESIGNS 
In order to apply our theorems we need some constructions for trans-
versal designs with holes. First remark that if we have a TD[k;v] with sub-
design TD[k;u] then by removing the blocks of the subdesign we get TD[k;v] -
TD[k;u]. Usually we shall construct transversal designs with holes in this 
way. However, some of the following propositions yield transversal designs 
with holes that perhaps cannot be filled. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (X,G,A) be a group divisible design such that for 
each A EA a TD[k+l; !Al] exists. Then a TD[k; !xi] - : TD[k; !GI] exists. 
GEG 
PROOF. This is the well-known 'pairwise balanced design' - construction. 
a 
(It is of course sufficient to require the existence of TD[k;a] - E TD[k;1] 
i=l 
fora=IAi,AEA.) D 
PROPOSITION 3.2. [MacNeish, Bush] If there exists a TD[k;m] and a TD[k;n] 
then there exists a TD[k;mn] which contains a sub-TD[k;n]. 
More generally we have 
PROPOSITION! 3.3. If there exists a TD[k;n] and a TD[k;vJ - E TD[k;u,] then 
i l 
there exists a TD[k;nv] - E TD[k;nu.J. 
l i 
PROOF. Obvious. 0 
The design that we constructed in the conclusion of theorem 1.1 is 
full of subdesigns. And even if some of the ingredients are missing we at 
least get a design with holes. More precisely: 












TD[k; m .. h .. ] l.J l] 
(B) Under the assumptions of theorem 1.1, if (ii) is replaced by the 
slightly stronger condition (ii)' : for any block A there exists a 
l l 
TD[k;m + }: m .. (')J - l TD[k;m. '(')] - TD[k;l] 
i=l l] l i=l l.J l 
then ~'e may construct the design in the conclusion in such a way that 
it contains a subdesign T[k;t]. 
7 
PROOF. Construct this subdesign on the set x0 x {O} (where O is some fixed 
element of M). (Clearly, by strengthening (ii)' further, we may obtain more 
disjoint su~designs T[k;t].) D 
(C) 
(Cl) 
Under the assumptions of theorem 1.1, if (i) is strengthened by 
pi 
requiring that each TD[k; .z: 1 m .. h .. J J= l] l.J 
(1::; i::; l), then we may construct the 
contains a sub-TD[k;m .. (')] 
+] l 
design in the conclusion in 
l 
such a way that it contains a subdesign TD[k; m + E m ... ] . 
i=l lJ (i) 
In fact, disjoint blocks A give rise to disjoint such subdesigns. 
{Hundreds of variants can be written down - e.g. if under (B) the '1' 
in condition (ii)' is replaced by an 'a' then we may conclude to a subdesign 
T[k;at] - but these seem useless if one's only purpose is to obtain good 
bounds on n .} 
r 
8 
Similarly the design constructed in theorem 1.2 is full of subdesigns; 
we refrain from any explicit formulation. 
Specializing parameters we may again convert these general remarks 
into useful propositions. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let m > 1 and suppose that a TD[k+1;t], a TD[k;m] and a 
TD[k;m+1] exist, and that O ~ s ~ t. Then a TD[k;mt+s] - TD[k;s] exists. 
If, moreover TD[k;s] exists, then a TD[k;mt+s] exists which contains a 
sub-TD[k;t], a sub-TD[k;m] ifs~ t, a sub-TD[k;m+1] ifs~ O, and a sub-
TD[k;s]. 
PROOF. In theorem 1.1 put l = 1, p 1 = 2, m11 = 1, m12 = 0. By remark (A) 
TD[k;mt+s] - TD[k;s] exists. The sub-TD[k;t] is found using remark (B) -
note that the requirement is that TD[k;m] - TD[k;1] exists (i.e. m ~ 0) 
and that TD[k;m+1] - 2 TD[k;1] exists (i.e. k ~ m+1, which follows from the 
existence of TD[k;m]). The sub-TD[k;m+i] (i = 0,1) are guaranteed by remark 
(C) • 0 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let m > 1 and suppose that a TD[k+w;t], a TD[k;m] and a 
TD[k;m+1] exist. Then a TD[k;mt+w] - TD[k;m+w] exists. If, moreover, 
TD[k;m+w] exists, then there exists a TD[k;mt+w] which contains a sub-
TD[k;t], a sub-TD[k;m], a sub-TD[k;m+1] if w > 0, and a sub-TD[k;m+w]. 
PROOF. In corollary 1.4 put l =wand w1 = ••. = w1=1 (thus we obtain a theo-
rem of WOJTAS [25,28]). The claims again follow from (A)-(C) or their analo-
gues for theorem 1 . 2. D 
3A. Separable designs 
BOSE, SHRIKHANDE & PARKER [2, theorem 4] proved a theorem the most 
important special case of which was reproved in VAN LINT [12, theorem 
13.2.2]: 
If there is a symmetric BIBD(v,k,1) then N(k2+1) ~ min{N(k),N(k+l)-1}. 
But the design constructed contains a subdesign of order k - in fact Van 
Lint proves 
PROPOSITION 3.6. If there is a symmetric B[k;v] and a TD[c+l;k+l] then 
there is a TD[c;v+k] - TD[c;k]. 
9 
A separable pairwise balanced design in the sense of Bose, Shrikhande 
and Parker is a PBD (X,B) with A= 1 where the collection of blocks cari be 
partitioned into classes B. such that each (X,B.) is a 1-design with r. =k. 
1 1 1 1 
(type I) or r = 1 (type i II). Let v := lxl. By "partially completing" this 
design by adding "points at infinity" to the blocks of some of the classes 
B. (say, those with i EI, where I is some index set) and then performing 
1 
the PBD construction for transversal designs one obtains a transversal 
design on v+x· points, where x = L r. • If only classes of type II are iEI 1 
present this corresponds to ordinary completion followed by an application 
of proposition 3.1; in the presence of type I classes there is no inter-
mediate pairwise balanced design but Bose, Shrikhande & Parker showed how 
to proceed in this case. 
A direct generalization of a slight improvement of their theorem is 
THEOREM 3.7. Let (x,B) be a separable PBD on v points with A= 1 and with 
separation B = r B., where each B. is a 1 - (v,k.,r.) design with r. = k. iEJ 1 1 1 1 1 1 
or r. = 1. Let I c J and let x = r r .• 
1 iEI 1 
Suppose that there exist TD[c+£.;k,+1] for i EI and TD[c+£.;k.J for 
1 1 1 1 
i E J\I. 
(i) If £i ~ 1 for all i E J, or if there is an index i O such that Bio is 
of type II (i.e. rio = 1) and Eio ~ O and £i ~ 1 for all i E J\{iO}, 
then there exists a TD[c;v+x] - TD[c;x]. 
(ii) If there is an index i 0 such that i O i I and Bio is of type II and 
£i ~ 1 for i E J\{i0 } (and £io is arbitrary), then there exists a 
s 
TD[c;v+x] - TD[c;x] - r TD[c;k] wheres= v/k and k = kio• j=l 
We omit the proof. As usual, everywhere where TD[c+l;u] was required, 
u 
TD[c;u] - r TD[c;l] suffices. Also, if e.g. in case (ia) a TD[c;x] exists, j=l 
then a TD[c;v+x] exists with subdesigns TD[c;k.] for i E J\I and TD[c;k,+1] 
1 1 
for i EI and B. of type II. 
1 
Apart from some sporadic examples containing small blocks (say of size 
less than six) all separable designs we know are either resolvable or come 
from the next theorem. 
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2 THEOREM 3.8. (BROUWER [4]) Let q be the power of a prime, and 0 < t :5: q -q+1. 
Then there exists a pairwise balanced design B[{t,q+t};t(q2+q+1)] such that 
it is the union of a symmetric 1 - (v,q+t,q+t) design and (q2-q+l-t) 1 -
(v,t,1) designs. D 
3B. A difference method 
WILSON [24] has given a direct construction for incomplete transversal 
designs. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let q = mt+l be a prime power. L~t k = m+2. If there may 
be found a matrix - minus - diagonal of field elements a .. E lF (1 :5: i,j :5: 
l.J q 
k; i ~ j) such that for each j 1 ,j 2 (1 :5: jl < j 2 :::: k) them differences 
a.. - a .. 
l.]2 l.]1 
(1 :5: i :5: k; i ~ j 1 ,j 2 ) form a system of representatives for the 
cyclotomic classes of index m in lF , then T[k;q+t] - T[k;t] exists. q . 0 
MULLIN, SCHELLENBERG, STINSON & VANSTONE [16] introduced the notation 
V(m,t) for a vector of length m+l such that the circulant matrix with empty 
diagonal and V(m,t) as first row has the properties required in proposition 
3.9. They constructed V(8,9) and V(8,11). 
In appendix A we construct V(m,t) for 4 :5: m:::: 8 and q = mt+l < 2000 
for all relevant primes (but not prime powers) q. 
(It is remarkable that the time required to find such a vector for 
given mat first increases strongly with t while it decreases again for 
large t: if the cyclotomic classes are large enough then there are many 
solutions. On the other hand, increasing m by one makes the problem an 
order of magnitude more difficult. I could not find any V(m,t) with m > 8.) 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
Several authors paid attention too := max{vl v odd and N(v) < r}, 
r , 
mainly because usually one can obtain much better upper bounds for O than 
r 
for n. (The reason must be that prime powers are usually odd. One excep-
r 
tion was r = 29 where Hanani found e 29 :5: 2733666, n29 :5: 34115553 [10] - in 
his case just the even numbers were simpler to deal with - but recently 
BROUWER [5] showed (n29 :5:) n30 :5: 65278 and the only possible exceptions 
above 60000 are even so that 030 < 60000.) 
Some results are: 
07 ~ 469 and 0 15 ~ 54047 [Szajowski, 
07 ~ 335 [Wojtas, 1977], 
08 ~ 2343 [Stinson, 1978]. 
1976], 
For small r one finds from existing tables: o3 = 3, o4 ~ 33, o5 ~ 51, 
06 ~ 75. A computer program produced the bounds o9 ~ 2607, 0 10 ~ 2863, 
11 
0 11 ~ 3471, 0 12 ~ 3565, 0 15 ~ 5467. But in fact 5467 was the only possible 
exception above 3603, so that 0 15 ~ 3603 as soon as we show that N(5467) ~ 15. 
This motivates us to prove the following lemma. (The proof is a nice illus-
tration of how theorem 1.2 may be used.) 
LEMMA 4.1. N(5467) ~ 15. 
PROOF. 5467 = 19.271 + 289 + 29, 
289 = 17.17, 
29 = 1.17 + 12.1. 
Apply theorem 1.2 with k = 17, t = 19, m = 271, l = 2. Give in H1 two 
points weight O and seventeen points weight 17. Give in H2 one point (x0 ) 
weight 17, twelve points weight 1, and six points weight 0. Let for x E H1 
g(x) be the block through x and x0 , and let g(x) = H2 for x E H2• We need 
the following ingredients: 
1. TD[17;289] - 17 TD[17;17] 
This is found using proposition 3.3 with k = 
(1 ~ i ~ 17) and lemma 2.2a. 
2. TD[l7;29], which exists since 29 is prime. 
3. TD[17;271], which exists since 271 is prime. 
n = V = 17, U. = 1 
l 
4. TD[17;272] - TD[17;1], which exists since 272 = 16.17. 
5. TD[17;288] - TD[17;17]. 
This is found using proposition 3.4 with m = 16, k = t = 17, s = 16. 
6. TD[17;305] - TD[17;17]. 
This is found using proposition 3.4 with m = 16, k = 17, t = 19, s = 1. 
Since all necessary ingredients exist, theorem 1.2 gives us a TD[17;5467]. D 
12 
5. SEVEN SQUARES 
Let us show how to use our theorems to obtain n 7 ~ 780. WOJTAS [28] 
showed n 7 ~ 1750 and BROUWER [3] gives a list of orders for which there 
may not exist seven mutually orthogonal Latin squares. For each such order 
> 780 we indicate a construction. Let us give an example, 
876 = 11.72 + (7X8 + 1x1 + 3X0) + (3x9 + 8X0) 
means (apart from arithmetic equality) that N(876) ~ 7 follows from an 
application of theorem 1.1 with (k=9), t=ll, m=72, l=2, 
(h .. ) 
1] 
(m .. ) 
l.J 
= /8 1 0\ 
\9 0 ;· 
In this particular case we may check the availability of the ingredients 
2 
as follows: N(57) ~ 7 follows from 57 = 7 +7+1 and the existence of PG(2,7), 
N(27) ~ 7 since 27 is a prime power, N(72) ~ 7 since 72 = 8.9, N(73) ~ 7 
since 73 is prime, the existence of TD[9;80] TD[9;8] follows from proposi-
tion 3.4 and 80 = 9.8+8, that of TD[9;81] - TD[9;9] from proposition 3.2, 
that of TD[9;82] - TD[9;9] - TD[9;1] from the existence of V(8,9), and final-
ly that of TD[9;89] - TD[9;9] - TD[9;8] from proposition 3.4 and the preced-
ing remark (c 1) and 89 = 11.8+1. 
For the designs below all necessary ingredients are listed in appendix 
B (except for holes of size 1 which follow immediately from the lemma's in 
section 2). For shortness we drop terms hxO and write h instead of hxl so 
that the above line becomes "876 = 11. 72 + (7x8+1) + 3x9". (Concerning the 
last line of the table, that for v = 796, note that by a remark due to 
WOJTAS [26] we may choose sets H .. with IH11' l.J = 8, IH21 I = 9, IH31 I = 9, 
(mil= 1, mi2 = 0) in such a way that each block A intersects at least one 
of the 8il so that we do not need the ingredient TD[9;70].) 
Table 1 - Existence of TD[9;v] 
1750 = 23.72 + 9X9 + 13 
1740 = 23.71 + (11X9 + 8) 
1734 = 11.151 + (8X9 + 1) 
1726 = 23.71 + (9X9 + 1) + 11 
1722 = 23.71 + 8X9 + 17 
1718 = 23.71 + 8X9 + 13 
1260 = 16.72 + 11X9 + 9 
1258 = 17.71 + (4X9 + 7) + 8 
1230 = 16.71 + 9x9 + 13 
1206 = 11.103 + (8X9 + 1) 
1202 = 11.99 + 8X13 + 9 
1198 = 11.103 + (7X9 + 2) 
1190 = 16.72 + 3X9 + 11 
1182 = 11.100 + (9X9 + 1) 
1180 = 16.72 + 3X9 + 1 
1126 = 11.99 + (4X8 + 5) 
1026 = 13.72 + 9X9 + 9 
1022 = 13.71 + 1lx9 
1020 = 13.71 
1012 = 13.71 
+ (7x10 + 3x9) 
+ 9x9 + 8 
1006 = 13.71 + 8X9 + 11 
994 = 13.71 + (7X10 + 1) 
982 = 13.71 + (6X9 + 5) 
966 = 13.71 + (4X9 + 7) 
914 = 13.64 + (10X8 + 2) 
876 = 11.72 + (7X8 + 1) + 3X9 
868 = 11.72 + (6X8 + 1) + 3X9 
866 = 13.56 + (10X8 + 2) + 7X8 
844 = 11.72 + (3X8 + 1) + 3X9 
836 = 11.71 + (5x9 + 2) + 8 
828 = 11.72 + 3x9 + 9 
826 = 11.71 + (4x9 + 1) + 8 
822 = 11.71 + (4X9 + 5) 
820 = 11.72 + 3x9 + 1 
818 = 11.71 + (4x9 + 1) 
814 = 11.71 + (2X9 + 7) + 8 
806 = 11.71 + (2X9 + 7) 
804 = 11.71 + (2x9 + 5) 
802 
(796 
= 11.72 + 1x9 + 1 
= 11.70 + 8 + 9 + 9) 
13 
{Note. N(56) ~ 7 is proved in MILLS [14], N(57) ~ 7 in BOSE & SHRIKHANDE 
[1], N(65) ~ 7 follows from proposition 3.6, the existence of TD[9;81] -
TD[9;10], TD[9;82] - TD[9;9] and of TD[9;100] - TD[9;11] follows from the 
existence of V(7,10), V(8,9) and V(8,11), respectively.} 
Thus we proved: 
THEOREM 5.1. n 7 ~ 780. 
6. FIFTEEN SQUARES 
First we ran a program with some knowledge about Latin squares to find 
an upper bound on n 15 • It proved n 15 ~ 59942. 
(As follows: as a corollary to Wilson's theorem we have 
14 
(*) if N(t) ~ 16 and O ~ h ~ t and N(h) ~ 15 then N(16+h) ~ 15. 
Given n, if we know enough numbers h in the residue class of n (mod 16) 
such that N(h) ~ 15 then among the numbers t we get when writing n = 16t+h 
at least one is coprime to 2.3.5.7.11.13 so that for this t we have N(t) ~ 16. 
By(*) it follows that N(n) ~ 15 provided that t ~ h. Hence one finds that 
this works for n ~ 17h , h being the largest element in some fixed 
max max 
good collection of numbers h. As an explicit example, consider the residue 
class 1 (mod 16). The program proved N(h) ~ 15 for 
h E {1,17,49,81,97,113,193,241,257,273,289,305,321,337, 
353,369,385,401,417,433,449,465,481,497,513}. 
(And indeed, N(1) = +oo and all other numbers are prime powers or of the 
form 16q+1 or 16q+17 where q is a primepower ~ 17.) 
Now if we write n = 16t0+1 then we haven= 16t+h with h in the above 
set and 
t E t 0 - {o,1,3,5,6,7,12,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23, 
24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32}. 
We claim that at least one of these t has no factors 2,3,5,7,11 or 13. 
Consider six cases according to the residue class of t 0 (mod 6). 
(a) t 0 = 1 (mod 6). Choose t E t 0 - {0,6,12,18,20,24,26,30,32}. 
At most three of these numbers are divisible by 5, at most two by 7, 
at most one by 11 and at most two by 13. But we have nine choices and 
9-3-2-1-2 > O, so we may pick tin such a way that (t,2.3.5.7.11.13) = 1. 
(S) t 0 = 2 (mod 6). Choose t E t 0 - {1,7,15,19,21,25,27,31}. 
At most three of these numbers have a factor 5, at most two a factor 7, 
at most one a factor .11 and at most two a factor 13. But unfortunately 
8-3-2-1-2 = 0. Looking somewhat closer we see that three five's occur 
only when t 0 = 1 (mod 5). Now choose t E t 0 - {7,15,19,25,27}. There 
is at most one 7 or 11 or 13 so that two choices are left. 
The other cases are similar. 
This proves that N(n) ~ 15 for n - 1 (mod 16), n ~ 17.513 = 8721. 
15 
(By hand one finds N(n) ~ 15 for n = 1 (mod 16) and n > 3505 - all n admit 
a decomposition n = 16t+h such that(*) applies, or with t prime, o:;;;h:,;t-15, 
N(h+16) ~ 15 where proposition 3.5 applies, except for n = 4833 = 27.179, 
3537 = 27.131, 3521 = 31.113+18.) 
In a similar way one finds N(n) ~ 
residue classes mod 16: 
15 for n ~ 17.h for the other 
max 
n(mod 16) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
h 720 513 3154 643 3172 869 3526 615 
max 
n(mod 16) 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
h 2840 841 2570 875 3212 797 2590 847 
max 
If follows that n 15 < 17.3526 = 59942 and 0 15 < 17.875 = 14875.) 
Next with a short run it turned out that in fact the above method 
(n = 16t+h) also works in the interval 31000:;;; n:;;; 60000. Covering the in-
terval 10000:,; n:,; 31000 with a somewhat smarter program, and O:,; n:,; 10699 
with the full strength of the program that knows all recursive constructions 
described in [3], we get the results mentioned in the introduction. 
{Note. Recently! learned that STINSON [19] used a similar method to obtain 
a bound for n30 • Given his result the above work may be replaced by a 
search through the interval 10000:,; n:,; 121605.} 
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APPENDIX A 
Below we list an example of a vector V(m,t) (Cf. section 3B and references 
[24], [16], [3b]) for 4 ~ m ~ 8 and for all t ~ t 0 such that q = mt+l is 
prime, and m and tare not both even, up to values of q around 2000. 
m 
., *** iTI = 
q p J. 
q 29, 
q 37, 
q Cr, ~' ._)' 
q 51. 
q 1 0 1 , 
q 1 09, 
q 149, 
q 15 7, 
q 173, 














q ~.41 , 
q ~.s 7. 
q E.13, 
q 5·5'3. 
q 5E:; 1. 
q 577, 
q 701 . 
q 709. 
q 733, 

















































6 7 8 
5 6 9 
*'i·,H· 
16. 1)(,~.3): 

















466, V ( 4, 93 l : 
486. \)(L!,971: 
496, V(4,99J: 
=,2E;, \)(LI, 105): 
~.75. V(4,11:,l: 
536, VU1,127): 
E,76. V ( 4, 135) : 
E;9G, \) ( 4, 1 39) : 
766. V ( 4, 1 ~.3 l : 





91 E;. ,) ( 4, 1 8.3) : 
946, \/(4,189): 
%5, i) ( Li , 1 9 3 ) : 
~195, V ( 11, 199 l: 
1 02E;. V(4,205l: 
1 036, V(4,207): 
0 3 7 ,-, L 
0 1 r, ,:, 7 1 9 
0 1 rl .:, 2 8 
0 1 r, -..) 7 19 
0 1 ·J ·J 7 5 
r, ;! 31 0 1 .. ) 
0 1 ·:, ~· 1 1 2 
0 1 r, r) 5 .,:, L 
0 1 3 .•, L 5c: _, 
0 1 ,-, rl 7 ..::, L 
0 1 r) · .. ) 7 38 
0 1 3 rl L 2r' ..::, 
·:, 7 59 0 1 
" 0 1 ') ·:, 21 
·-' 
(_ 
Cl 1 r) -.:., 7 12~, 
.r) 2 22 0 1 .:, 
-, 2 29 0 1 .:, 
0 1 ,-, ..::, r) i. 1 0 
.-, rl SE, 0 1 .) L 
0 I r, 2 C 0 
-· 1 3 r) 74 n L 
0 1 r, ,) 7 66 
-, ; ) 5 0 1 ..::, L 
rl -, 21 0 1 ..::, L 
0 1 'j 0 7 45 
0 1 3 ') L 1 E, 
1 .-, ,-, r, 0 .:, L 0 
0 1 r, j .:::. 57 







oc (_) , _ _, 
0 1 rl ') 79 ..,.) (_ 
0 1 r, ·.) 7 38 
0 1 :, 7 31 ,_I 
(I 1 3 7 48 
I) 1 3 r) L 7 
(I 1 .-, .-, 7 J L 
rl 
-. 20 0 1 J L 
0 1 r1 7 272 ..::, 
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q = 853, q+t 1066, V(4,213): 0 1 3 2 208 
q 877, q+t 1096. V<4,219): 0 1 3 2 17 
q 941 , q+t 1176, \)( 4,235): 0 1 3 2 5 
q 997, q+t 1246, VC4,249l: 0 1 3 2 166 
q 1013, q+t 1266, V(4,253): 0 1 3 2 7 
q 1021 , q+t 1276, VC4,255): 0 1 3 ') '- 105 
q 1 061 • q+t 1326. VC4,265): 0 1 3 2 5 
q 1069, q+t 1336; VC4,267): 0 1 3 2 10 
q 1093, q+t 1366, V(4,273): 0 1 3 7 398 
q 1109, q+t 1386, V(4,277): 0 1 3 2 373 
q 1117, q+t 1396, V(4,279l: 0 1 3 7 15 
q 1181 • q+t 1476, \)( 4,295): 0 1 3 2 217 
q 1213; q+t 1516, V(4,303): 0 1 3 7 15 
q 1229, q+t 1536, V<4,307>: 0 1 3 2 1 0 
q 1237, q+t 1546, V(4,309): 0 1 3 7 2 
q 1277, q+t 1596. V<4,319l: 0 1 3 2 55 
q 130-1 , q+t 1626, VC4,325l: 0 1 3 2 115 
q 1373, q+t 1716, V(4,343): 0 1 3 2 20 
q 1381 , q+t 1726, V (4,345 l: 0 1 3 7 377 
q 1429, q+t 1786, V(4,357l: 0 1 3 2 44 
q 1453, q+t 1816, VC4,363): 0 1 3 7 15 
q 1493, q+t 1866, V<4,373l: 0 t 3 2 16 
q 1549, q+t 1936, V(4,387): 0 1 3 2 56 
q 1597, q+t 1996, vu~.399>: 0 1 3 7 133 
q 1613, q+t 2016. V(4,403): 0 1 3 2 7 
q 1621 , q+t 2026, V(4,405): 0 1 3 7 68 
q 1637, q+t 2046. \)(4,409): 0 1 3 "J L 7 
q 1669, q+t 2086, V<4,417): 0 1 3 7 138 
q 1693, q+t 2116, V (4,423 l: 0 1 3 2 23 
q 1709, q+t 2136. VC4,427): 0 1 3 "I 10 ~ 
q 1733, q+t 2166, V < 4,433 l: 0 1 3 2 95 
q 1741, q+t 2176, \)(4,435): 0 1 3 2 53 
q 1789, q+t 2236, V C 4,447): 0 1 3 2 131 
q = '1861 , q+t 2326, V(4,465l: 0 1 3 2 10 
q 1877, q+t 2346, VC4,469): 0 1 3 2 16 
q 1901 , q+t 2376. VC4,475): 0 1 3 2 1 0 
q 1933, q+t 2416. V< 4,483 l: 0 1 3 2 8 
q 1949. q+t 2436, V(4,487l: 0 1 3 2 5 
q 1973, q+t 2466, V(4,493): 0 1 3 2 32 
q 1997, q+t 2496, \1(4,499): 0 1 ') 
·-• 2 58 
**** 
m - L. 
**** 
_, 
q 31, q+t 37. \)(5,Ei): 0 3 7 30 17 
q 41, q+t 49. V ( 5, 8): 0 ') 
~· 
22 14 18 
q E, 1, q+t 73, \) < 5, 1 2) : 0 3 7 23 50 
q 71, q+t 85. i)(S,14): 0 3 9 25 54 
q 101. q+t 121 , V<5,20J: 0 3 10 43 91 
q 131, q+t 157, V ( ::, , 26 l: 0 3 6 48 15 
q 151 , q+t 181. \)( 5, 30 l: 0 4 11 1 11 68 
21 
q 181 , q+t 217. V(5,36): 0 3 7 34 169 
q 191 , q+t 229, V(S,38): 0 3 6 27 51 
q 211. q+t 253. \}( 5, 42): 0 3 6 76 95 
q 241, q+t 289, V(5,48): 0 "I 4 11 40 133 
q 251, q+t 301, V(S,50): 0 1 4 13 30 175 
q 271, q+t 325. \)( 5, 54) : 0 1 3 6 106 43 
q 281, q+t 337. V ( 5, 56): 0 1 3 7 93 178 
q 311 , q+t 373. V(S,62): 0 1 3 6 12 142 
q = 331. q+t 397. V ( 5, 66): 0 1 3 7 31 61 
q 40L q+t 481. V<S,80): 0 1 3 7 2 17 
q 421, q+t 505. V(5,84): 0 1 3 6 25 317 
q 431. q+t 517. VCS,86): 0 1 6 20 85 155 
q 461, q+t 553. \)( 5, 92): 0 1 3 7 41 312 
q 491, q+t 589, V ( 5, 98): 0 1 3 7 27 321 
q 521. q+t 625, V(S, 104l: 0 1 3 6 27 33 
q 541, q+t 649, V(5, 108): 0 1 3 s 13 444 
q 5 71 , q+t 685. i) C 5, 114 l: 0 1 4 13 30 395 
q 601, q+t 721, V<5, 120): 0 1 3 6 12 409 
q 631, q+t 757. V ( 5, 126) : 0 1 3 I 17 233 
q 641, q+t 769, V < 5, 128 >: 0 1 4 13 40 469 
q 6E, 1 , q+t 793. V ( 5, 132 > : 0 1 3 7 15 31 
q 691, q+t 829. V(S, 138): -0 1 3 7 80 384 
q 701 I q+t 841; V(S,140): 0 1 3 6 10 113 
q 751, q+t 901, V ( 5, 1 SO): 0 1 3 7 31 474 
q 761, q+t 913, V C 5, 152 l: 0 1 3 7 23 127 
q 811 , q+t 973. \J( 5, 162 >: 0 1 3 6 1 0 719 
q 821. q+t 985, V ( 5, 164 l: 0 1 3 7 26 467 
q 881. q+t 1057, V(S,1761: 0 1 3 7 15 222 
q 911. q+t 1093, \)( 5,182): 0 1 4 13 23 157 
q 941, q+t 1129. V(5, 188): 0 1 3 E, 33 732 
q 971, q+t 1165, V <S, 194 l: 0 1 4 13 40 21 ~. 
q 991, q+t 1189, V C 5, 198 >: 0 1 3 7 27 446 
q 1 021 , q+t 1225, V(:,,204): 0 1 3 7 50 11 0 
q 1 031 , q+t 1237, V(5,206): 0 1 ~j '-' 7 34 886 
q 1 OS 1 , q+t 1261, V(:,,210>: 0 1 3 7 17 1034 
q 1061. q+t 1273. V(5,212l: 0 1 3 E, 11 634 
q 1091, q+t 1309. V(:,,218): 0 1 :, 7 44 284 '-' 
q 1151 • q+t 1381, V(5,230l: 0 1 3 6 10 60 
q 11 71 , q+t 1405, V<S,234>: 0 1 " 7 31 901 sJ 
q 1181 , q+t 1417, VC5,236): 0 1 4 11 29 424 
q 1201 , q+t 1441, VCS,240): 0 1 3 6 1 0 418 
q 1231, q+t 1477, VC5,246l: 0 1 3 7 1 0 287 
q 1291, q+t 1549, VCS,258): 0 1 3 7 15 946 
q 1301, q+t 1561, \)(5, 260 l: 0 I :, .J 6 2 1133 
q 1321, q+t 1585, \)( S, 264 l: 0 1 3 6 19 517 
q 1361 • q+t 1633, VC~,,272): 0 1 3 I 15 302 
q 1381, q+t 1657. V(5,276): 0 1 3 6 13 709 
q 1451, q+t 1741, VC5,290): 0 1 :, ,> 5 13 577 
q 1471, q+t 1765, V ( 5. 294): 0 1 :, 7 17 12 ,J 
q 1481 , q+t 1777. V r5, 296): 0 1 3 6 14 298 
q 1511 , q+t 1813. V(S,302>: 0 1 3 7 17 232 
q 1531, q+t 1837. V(5,306l: 0 1 3 E, 12 389 
22 
q 15 71 • q+t 1885, V(5.314l: 0 3 6 10 342 
q 1601 , q+t 1921, V(5,320l: 0 3 6 2 74 
q 1621 , q+t 1945, VCS,324): 0 3 6 1 0 414 
q 1721 , q+t 2065. V<S,344): 0 3 6 31 236 
q 17 41 • q+t 2089, 1)(5,348): 0 3 7 4 234 
q 1801. q+t 2161. V<5,360): 0 3 7 2 1105 
q 1811 , q+t 2173, V( 5,362): 0 4 13 66 1179 
q 1831 , q+t 2197, V<S,366): 0 3 6 12 731 
q 1861 I q+t 2233, VCS,372): 0 3 7 19 1701 
q 1871 I q+t 2245. VC5,374>: 0 3 7 15 86 
q 1901, q+t 2281. V(5,380): 0 3 7 10 58 
q 1931 I q+t 2317. V(5, 386 l: 0 3 7 10 1083 
q 1951, q+t 2341, V(S,390): 0 3 7 12 625 
q 2011 , q+t 2413. V(5,402l: 0 4 11 21 369 
·-**** m = 6 **** 
q 31. q+t 3€, 1)(6,5): 0 1 7 30 12 21 1S 
q 43; q+t 50. V(6, 7): 0 1 3 16 35 26 36 
q 67, q+t 78, V(6,11): 0 1 3 14 7 24 27 
q 79, q+t 92, \)(6,13): 0 1 3 7 55 47 34 
q 103, q+t 120. VC6,17l: 0 1 3 2 14 99 29 
q 127. q+t 148, V(6,21): 0 1 4 13 66 93 45 
q 139, q+t 162. V<G,23): 0 1 3 2 31 128 58 
q 151. q+t 176, V < 6, 25 l: 0 1 .... 2 107 142 149 0 
q 163. q+t 190, V(G,27): 0 1 3 2 54 89 16 
q 199, q+t 232. V ( 6, 33 l: 0 1 3 2 23 49 64 
q 211 • q+t 246, V(6,35): 0 1 3 2 22 114 1 11 
q 223, q+t 260, \) < 6. 37): 0 1 4 13 39 216 147 
q 271, qtt 316, V ( 6, 45 l: 0 1 3 2 7 53 168 
q 283, q+t 330. V(6,47l: 0 1 3 E, 13 33 124 
q 307, q+t 358, V<6,51): 0 1 3 8 18 215 91 
q 331, q+t 386. V(6,S5l: 0 1 3 2 8 147 89 
q 367, q+t 428, V(6,61 l: 0 1 3 2 13 311 84 
q 379, q+t 442. V ( 6, 63 l: 0 1 3 2 5 346 300 
q 439, q+t 512. V(6,73l: 0 1 4 1 LI 25 184 45 
q LJ63, q+t 540, V(6,77l: 0 1 3 2 7 18 133 
q 487. q+t 568, V(6,81l: 0 
' 
3 2 8 334 91 
q 499, q+t 582. V(6,83l: 0 1 3 8 23 376 474 
q 523, q+t 610; V(6,87l: 0 1 3 2 8 502 266 
q 547. q+t 638, V(6,91l: 0 1 3 2 7 434 281 
q 571 • q+t 666. V(6,95l: 0 1 3 2 5 S9 192 
q 607, q+t 708. V(6,101l: (I 1 3 2 5 128 324 
q 619, q+t 722. \)(6,103): 0 1 3 2 7 17 264 
q 631, q+t 736, V(6, 105): (I 1 :-1 2 5 86 411 
q 643, q+t 750, \/(6,107): 0 1 3 10 24 179 117 
q 691, q+t 806. V<G,115): 0 1 3 6 12 30 361 
q 727, q+t 848. VC6,121l: 0 1 4 11 16 445 29 
q 739, q+t 862. \/( 6 • 123 l: 0 1 3 6 17 68 360 
q 751, q+t 876. V (6, 125 l: 0 1 3 2 5 59 189 
q 187, q+t 918, \}(6,131): 0 1 
q 811 , q+t 946, VC6,135>: 0 1 
q 823, q+t 960, VC6, 137): 0 1 
q 859, q+t 1002, V(6, 143): 0 1 
q 883, q+t 1030, VC6, 147): 0 1 
q 907, q+t 1058, VC6,151): 0 1 
q 919, q+t 1072, V(6,153): 0 1 
q 967, q+t 1128, VC6,161>: 0 1 
q 991, q+t 1156. V(6,165>: 0 1 
q 1039, q+t 1212, VCG,173): 0 1 
q 1051, q+t 1226. VC6,175): 0 1 
q 1063, q+t 1240. \)(6,177): 0 1 
q 1087, q+t 1268, \J( 6, 181 ) : 0 1 
q 1123, q+t 1310, \)(6,187): 0 1 
q 1 1 71 , q+t 1366, V (6,195): 0 1 
q 1231 , q+t 1436, VC6,205): 0 1 
q 1279, q+t. 1492. VCG,213): 0 1 
q 1291, q+t 1506, VC6,215l: 0 1 
q 1303, q+t 1520, V(6,217>: 0 1 
q 1327, q+t 1548. V(6,221): 0 1 
q 1399, q+t 1632, VC6,233): Q 1 
q 1423, q+t 1660. VC6,237>: 0 1 
q 1447, q+t 1688. V<6,241): 0 1 
q 1459, q+t 1702, V<6,243): 0 1 
q 1471 , q+t. 1716. VC6,245): 0 1 
q 1483, q+t 1730, V(6,247): o. 1 
q 1531 , q+t 1786, VC6,255): 0 1 
q 1543, q+t 1800. VCG,257): 0 1 
q 1567. q+t 1828. VCG,261): 0 1 
q 1579, q+t 1842, VC6,263): 0 1 
q 1627, q+t 1898, V(6,271): 0 1 
q 1663, q+t. 1940, VC6,277): 0 1 
q 1699, q+t 1982. VC6,283): 0 1 
q 1723, q tt 2010, VCG,287): 0 1 
q 1747, q+t 2038, V16,291): 0 1 
q 1759, q+t 2052, VC6,293): 0 1 
q 1783, q+t 2080, V(6,297): 0 1 
q 1831; q+t 2136. VC6,305): 0 1 
q 1867, q+t 2178. \)(6,311): 0 1 
q 1879, q+t 2192, VC6,313): 0 1 
q 1951 • q+t 2276. V (13,325): 0 1 
q 1987, q+t 2318, V(6,331l: 0 1 
q 1999, q+t 2332, V (6,333): 0 1 
q 2011, q+t. 2346. V(6 ,335 l: 0 1 
·.:H,O m = 7 
**** 
q 43, q+t 49, \/ C 7, 6 l: (I 
q 71. q+t 81. \/(7,10): 0 
q 113. q+t 129. \) < 7, 16 > : 0 
3 2 8 
3 6 11 
3 2 5 
3 2 5 
3 2 11 
3 2 7 
4 11 16 
3 2 7 
3 2 8 
3 2 5 
3 6 11 
3 2 5 
3 2 5 
3 2 5 
3 2 5 
3 2 ~. 
3 2 5 
3 2 5 
3 2 9 
4 11 2 
4 11 30 
4 11 26 
3 2 5 
3 6 17 
4 1 1 3 
3 2 5 
3 2 13 
3 2 7 
3 2 5 
3 E, 11 
3 6 12 
3 2 5 
3 6 12 
3 6 12 
3 2 5 
3 2 9 
3 2 7 
4 13 2 
rl 
..:, 2 9 
3 2 7 
3 2 s 
3 2 7 
4 11 2 
3 2 5 
12 27 37 
3 ,,5 9 





















































q 127, q+t 145. V(7,18l: 0 1 ·:i E, 97 114 99 26 J 
q 197, q+t 225, V<7,28l: 0 1 .-, 5 107 187 82 12 J 
q 211 , q+t 241, \/(7,30): 0 1 3 7 50 r, 69 90 L J 
q 239~ q+t 273, V(7,34): 0 1 3 6 10 153 234 80 
q 281 , q+t 321, \)(7.40): 0 1 3 7 34 79 184 132 
q 337, q+t 385, V (7, 48): 0 1 3 6 16 82 184 ~:o 
q 379, q+t 433. V(7,54): 0 1 ':, 7 12 301 95 130 J 
q 421, q+t 481. V(7,60l: 0 1 r, 7 16 38 397 218 J 
q 449. q+t 513. V(7,64l: 0 1 -, b 2 423 366 141 J 
q 463, q+t 529. \) ( 7 , 66 l : 0 1 3 E, 20 57 11 0 82 
q 491, q+t 561. V(7,70l: 0 1 -, 7 2 401 9 37 .::, 
q 547, q+t 625. \)(7,78): 0 1 3 E 1 1 1 9 450 147 
q 61 7, q+t 705. V(7,88l: 0 1 'J 7 '• 259 237 497 ~· L 
q 631, q+t 7 21 • \)(7,90): 0 1 4 11 16 200 560 529 
q 6.~,9, q+t 753, V<7,94l: 0 1 ,, E, 2 407 544 1 E,8 .::, 
q 673, q+t . 769. V(7,96): 0 1 4 1 1 16 61 485 536 
q 701 , q+t 801 , V<?, 100): 0 1 'I 6 14 130 196 174 J 
q 743, q+t 849. V(7, 10E,): 0 1 rJ E, 2 588 607 153 J 
q 757, q+ t 865, l) ( 7 , 1 08) : 0 1 3 7 15 49 455 732 
q 827, q+t. 945. V<7,118): 0 1 3 t; 1 0 1% 18 740 
q 883, q+t. 1009, V ( 7 , 1 25 J : 0 1 ') 
~' 7 15 137 59 429 
q 911 , q+t. 1 041 . V(7, 130): 0 I r, 7 2 175 562 E,22 ..) 
q 953, q+t. 1089, ;) ( 7 , 1 35 l : 0 1 4 11 16 2::,2 710 317 
q 957. q+t 11 0:,. \) ( 7 , 1 38 J : 0 1 •:J s 11 ::J70 836 845 ~· 
q 1009, q+t 1153. V (7. 144 l: 0 1 3 7 15 31 973 922 
q 1 051 , q+t 1201 . \)( 7. 1 ~.o i : (I 1 3 7 2 12 336 684 
q 1093, q+t 1249, ,) (7, 1 :,6 J : 0 1 .-, J 7 14 122 52 257 
q 1163, q+t 1329. \) ( 7 , 1 66 l : 0 1 4 1 1 16 212 754 190 
q 1289, q+t 1473. 'J < 7 , 184) : 0 1 ·:J 7 1 :, 200 517 1204 -.) 
q 1303, q+t 1489, V ( 7 , 1 86 J : 0 1 ') 6 12 170 79 139 ,> 
q 1373, q+t 1 :,E,9. 1/ ( 7, 196) : 0 1 ,, 6 ') 30 527 294 .:, L 
q 1429, q+t 1533, \) < 7. 204 l : 0 1 ,, J b . .., L 217 725 458 
q 14 71 , q+t 1f;81 , V(?,210): 0 1 -, E, ') 8 1130 989 ..) L 
q 1499, q_+t 1 713, VC7,214J: 0 1 r, ..) 7 1 5 11 0 1313 783 
q 1 :,83, q+t 1809. \/ r 7,226 l : 0 1 -, . ) 7 IS so 774 1438 
q 1597, q+t 1825, \)(7,228): 0 1 ') d 7 15 91 507 J4:, 
q 1657, q+t 1905, V(7 ,238): 0 1 . .., _:, 5 ') L 1 21 30 1182 
q 1709, q+t 19~,3, \/(7.244): 0 1 4 i 1 28 F, '> .)J 397 199 
q 1723, q+t 1959. VU,246): 0 1 3 E, 1 1 59 1525 1037 
q 1877. q+t 2145, \)(7,258): 0 I 3 7 15 ~,S 18:,2 1581 
q 1933, q+t 2209. l)(7,27E,); 0 1 ·:J E, 1 1 1 7 815 4nc: , _ _) OJ 
q 2003, q+t 2289. \)(7 ,281::i): 0 1 Lj 1 1 15 97 593 518 
q 2017, q+t 2305. V(7,288l: 0 1 •') 7 ,.., ..,,., 1961 1493 v L LL 
25 
·J*** m - 8 -<!Ht·** 
q 73, q+t 82, V(8,3l: 0 20 70 23 ~,9 ') 8 19 -.) 
q 89, q+t 100. \}(8,111: 0 6 SE; 22 35 47 23 60 
q 137, q+t 1 !::,4. V<B,17J: 0 3 .-, 133 126 47 109 74 ,:_ 
q 2')') q+t 262, V(8,29): 0 4 11 94 60 85 16 198 JJ, 
q 281 , q+t 316, \)( 8, 35 l : 0 3 6 32 37 271 2E;6 1 71 
q 313, q+t ·')C '1 V(8,39): 0 ') 7 67 135 72 197 145 J.JL, .:, 
q 409, q+t 460, V(8,51): 0 3 ') ~) 295 124 !::,4 353 ,:_ 
q 457. q+t 514. V(8,57l: 0 ') 2 12 333 363 154 340 
~' 
q 521, q+t 586, \) C 8. 65 l : 0 3 2 5 509 443 183 18 
q 569, q+t 540. V(8,71J: 0 3 ') 5 179 142 337 47 L 
q 601, q+t 67E;. ',} ( 8. 75 l : 0 E; 20 2 89 220 3% 30 
q 517 I q+t 694, \)(8,77): 0 1 ') 8 5 242 354 371 321 __ , 
q 751, q+t 8SE;, IJ (8 • ;:)5) : 0 1 '.) 2 C 89 740 30 61 
~' J 
q 809, q+t 91 0, V<S.101): 0 1 ,-, .-, C 539 13 215 72 J ,:_ 
-· q 857, q+t %4. V<B,107l: 0 1 ') r) 5 8!::, 794 148 646 -.) L 
q 937, q+t 1054, V(8,117l: 0 1 4 1 1 1 E, 114 686 107 597 
q %3, q+t 1072, \)(8,119): 0 1 '> 2 5 49 26 539 98 .:, 
q 1033, q+t 11 E;2, V < 8, 129 l: 0 1 ') ,' 1 1 39 992 1 41 701 .J t, 
q 1049, q+t 1180, \)(8,131): 0 1 'I 6 1 1 34 768 E,75 801 •.:t 
q 1097, q+t 1234, V(8,137l: 0 1 ') - 11 20 155 930 262 ~· t> 
q 1129, q+t 1270, VCB,I411: 0 1 '> 2 12 80 713 2!::,7 653 ._) 
q 1193, q+t 1342. \)(8, 149): 0 1 'I 5 1 1 47 985 E,64 768 .:, 
q 1289, q+t 1450. \)( B, 1 61 ) : 0 1 4 1 1 2 107 B49 3!::,6 41 1 
q 1321 , q+t 1486. V(8,155l: 0 1 '> 7 15 62 1294 175 38 ,:, 
q 1433, q+t 1512, V(8, 179): 0 1 4 13 .-, 57 365 728 982 ,:_ 
q 1481, q+t 1 E;66, V(8, 185J: 0 1 'I t> 1 1 1 7 141 ~I 793 1429 .:, 
q 1609, q+t 181 0 I V(8,201 l: 0 1 4 1 ') 32 74 540 507 589 ~· 
q 1557, q+t 1864, \)(8,207): 0 1 r, 7 2 17 1214 1 S!::,S 1 !::,37 . .) 
q 1721 , q+t, = 19%, VC8,21!::,): 0 1 4 11 7 zc 471 242 949 _, 
q 17!::,3 I q+t 1972. \)(8,219): 0 1 .·, 5 1 1 55 or, 770 1506 .:, UJ 
q 1801 I q+t 2026, \)CB. 22!::, l: (I 1 Lj 14 ~· 34 1419 1339 98!::, ~· 
q 1313, q+t 2152, \)(8,239): 0 1 4 1 1 rJ 34 540 CL') 434 
·-· 
._)._l,J 
q 1993, q+t 2242, V(8,249): (I 1 '> J r, ,:_ 8 15 1339 1914 630 
26 
APPENDIX B 
Omitted. 


